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The intelleot of man has been disoussed to great extent 

throughout the ages. Aristotle, in his work De Anima, distin

guished between the active and the passive intelleot in man and 

this has oontributed a great deal to the disoussion. The Phil

osopher put forth his dootrine in the following words: 

Sinoe in every olass of things, as in nature as a 
whole, we find two faotors involved, (1) a matter 
whioh is potentially all the partioulars in a olass, 
(2) a oause whioh is produotive in the sense that it 
makes them all (the latter standing to the former as 
e.g. an art to its material), the distinot elements 
must likewise be found within the soul. 

And in faot mind as we have desoribed it is what it 
is by virtue of beooming all things, while there is 
another whioh is what it is by virtue of making all 
things: this is a sort of positive state like light:
for in a sense light makes potential colours into 
actual colours. 

Mind in this sense of it is separable, impassible, 
unmixed, sinoe it is in its essential nature aotivity 
(for always the aotive is superior to the passive 
faotor'lthe originating foroe to the matter whioh it 
forms).. . 

As to the exaot interpretation of this and other passages of 

the Philosopher oonoerning the same thing no one is able to 

state. Avioenna, Averroea, B.nd Saint Thomas eaoh gave their 

own interpretation of them. 

Aooording to Avioenna, there is one agent intellect for all 

men, and this intelleot exists apart from men, being the last in 

a series of intelligenoes emanating from the First Cause. In 

relation to man and the ~hole order of terrestrial things, this 

agent intelleot is a veritable "souroe of formal! or IIgiver of 

formsl! in that it oonfers intelligible forms or species on man 
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when he understands ,and infuses the substantial'· forms of things 

in natural generation. 

Averroes, too, did not consider the agent intellect to e

xist as such in each man. He maintained that there was one in

tellect for all men; that this intellect was pure intelligence 

existing apart from man; and that man understands by means of it 

when it is operative on the phantasms in the human mind. Also 

he said that the possible or passive intellect, which he termed 

the material intellect, was both numerically one and common to 

all men. 

This paper is an exposition of the doctrine of the asent 

intellect according to the mind of the greatest Aristotelian, 

Saint Thomas Aquinas. In a paper of this type it is necessary 

to presuppose a certain knowledge of the possible intellect and 

sense cognition. Because of this, extensive proofs concerning 

the existence and nature of both will not be given. 

NECESSITY 

Man has two types of cognition. The highest and most noble 

type of cognition.is called intellectual cognition. This can be 

said to be the apprehension of universal essences. For example, 

we can think of the essence of man, rational animal. This idea 

is applicable to all men. It is abstracted from all concrete, 

individual substances·and the "man" as such does not have dimen

sions or existence at a certain time in a certain place. 

The second type,of cognition is sense cognition. This can 

http:cognition.is
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be said to be the perception of individual concrete objects by 

the external and internal senses. For example, this apple is 

perceived by the senses. It can be seen, touched, and tasted. 

It has certain dimensions and exists in a certain place at a 

certain time. 

The sensible impression by the object perceived on the in

ternal senses is called the phantasm. This phantasm produces a 

true representation of the object. To make this more clear let 

us use an axample.A phantasm can be compared in some respects 

to a billboard. The billboard has reproduced on it an exact 

representation of an apple. This representation, however, 1s 

concrete and individual. It still has reference to a particular 

apple existing in a certain place at a certain time. The phan

tasm is such a representation. It is still individual and has 

relation to matter. Even though sense cognition is a lower type 

of cognition, it is still very important to all men because, as 

Saint Thomas said, IIall knowledge ·originates from sense.I~2 

Man, then, has two distinct types of cognition. One is the 

knowledge of individual concrete things-- sense cognition--an' 

the second is knowledge of universals--intellectual cognition. 

The problem then arises as to how man attains knowledge of uni

versal things. How can the senses, which supply the material to 

the intellect, activate a power of the soul which is on a super

ior plane of existence? How can a sensory form which is both 

contingent and material act upon the intellect whose ob~9ct is 
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an intellectual form? 

It is obvious that sensory forms cannot act upon the in

tellect directly for the phantasm is individual and concrete 

whereas the intellect deals with universals. Saint Thomas makes 

it very clear th&t the phantasm cannot act upon the intellect. 

"Nothing corporeal can make an impression on the incorporeal. 1I3 

Again, Saint Thomas makes it clear that the knowledge of the 

senses and the knowledge of the intellect are distinct and that 

one cannot of· itself act upon the other in the following. 

But the phantasms, since they are likenesses of in
dividual things, and exist in corporeal organs, do 
not have the same mode of existence which the human 

'intellect has: and they are not able ~y their own p~~er 
to impress on the possible intellect. 

Thus it is, that the intellect. is spiritual and understands uni

versals, while the phantasms are individual and exist in cor

poreal things. 

Before proceeding further it will be beneficial to have a 

general survey of the doctrine of Saint Thomas concerning the 

possible and agent intellect. The power of the soul which is in 

potency to all things which are able to be known is the possible 

intellect. The power of the soul which is in act in respect to 

intelligibles is the agent intellect. The possible intellect 

cannot reach the intelligibles as they exist in the phantasm. 

The operation proper to the possible intellect is that of under

standing the intelligible forms abstracted from the sensible 

species in the phantasm. The possible intellect, so called be
,.! 
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cause it is in potency to knowing, does not de- se abstract the 

species from the phantasm. This is clear from what Aristotle 

has taught, for he says that nothing is educed from potency to 

act unless by that which is already in act. 

Now, the possible intellect in its own genus is regarded 

as a potency. Therefore, it must be reduced to act by that 

which is already in act. Since the poss1ble intellect is 

brought from its potency to the intellective act of union w1th 

the intelligible species, there is a need for the agent intell 

ect. Thus, in the rational soul, the possible intellect is re

duced from its potentiality by the active power of the soul, 

that is, the agent intellect, through the intelligible species. 

In this "tlay, the intellective part of the soul, conjoined to 

the sensible powers which virtually contain the intelligible 

forms for abstraction, is joined to these preparatory virtues 

and suffices to make the possible intellect pass from the po

tency of knowing to the actuality of knowing. 

The work performed by the agent intellect is that of ab

stracting the species from the phantasm. The nature of its 
-

work is determined by the nature which it has. The na~ure of 

the agent intellect is such that it is a certain natural light, 

in virtue of which it is in act with regard to intelligibles. 

It possesses this from the very beginning since it is an immat

erial power transeendent of matter from the body. 

As it was previously stated, the intellec't acquires its 
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knowledge through the medium of the· senses. The·' forms of ob

jects in the sense faculties however are particular and as such 

they are only potentially intelligible, for the intellect under

stands only universals. But what is in potency is reduced to 

aot only through an agent. An agent, therefore, is necessary 

whioh oauses the speoies existing in the sense faculties to be 

reduoed from being potentially intelligible to be intelligible 

in aot. It is impossible for the possible intelleot to do this 

since it is in potency in regard to intelligible objects.. Thus, 

another spiritual power must be posited to render this service. 

This power or faoulty of making species which are potentially 

intelligible to beoome intelligible in aot is oalled the agent 

intelleot. Saint Thomas states·one of his many proofs for the 

necessity of the agent intellect in this way: 

••• the intelleot aoquires such knowledge from sensible 
objects, through the intermediacy of the senses. How
ever, since the forms of objects in the sense faculties 
are partioular, as we ~uat said, they are intelligible 
not in act, but only in·' potency. For the intellect 
understands nothing but universals. But what is in 
potency is not reduoed to act except by some agent.
Hence there must be some agent that causes the species
existing in the sESlnss f.acul ties to be intelligible in 
act. The possible intellect cannot perform this ser
vice, for it is in potenoy with respect to intelli
gible objeots rather than active in rendering them 
intelligible. Therefore we must assume some other 
intellect, ·whioh will cause species that are intelli
gible in potency to become intelligible in act, just 
as light causes colors that are potentially visible 
to be actually visible. The faculty we call the 
agent intellect •••5 

In addition to the above proof, the neoessity of the agent 

intellect can be proved in the following way. The possible in
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tellect cannot make sensory forms intelligible, -~or this would 

suppose that the possible intellect is active prior to its act 

of knowing. There is only one formal object and one formal 

act of the possible intellect and that consists only in the 

intelligible obj ect and the aot of becoming identified \,li th it. 

Thus, there must be another power of the soul separate or dis

tinct from the sensory powers, whose objects are only potent

ially intelligible, and from the possible intellect which is 

only potentially intelligent. This pOl'/er cannot be passive in 

respect to the sensory forms which are to be made intelligible. 

If it were, then another power would be needed to make the forms 

intelligible and this would go on ad infinitum. This power, 

then, must be active and must be an intellectual power. The 

name given to this power is the agent intellect. 

Some men have held that an agent intellect is not needed; 

that th~ possible 1ntellect can accomplish the act of 1ntellec= 

tion by itself. But, our act of intellection cannot be aocom~ 

plished by the possible intellect alone, for the'possible in

tellec~ can understand only when it is moved by an intelligi~ 

ble, and this intelligible, since it does not already exist in 

the real order, must be produced by the agent intellect. It is 

true that two powers, which are rooted in one and the same sub

stance of the so~l, do mnfluence each other. This influence can 

be understood to oocur in two ways: first, inasmuoh as OBe power 

1s hindered or totally prev'ented from performing its operat10n 
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when another power operates intensely;secondly,~'inasmuch as one 

power is moved by another, as the imaginatio'n is moved by the 

external senses. Now this is possible beoause the forms in 

the imaglnation and those in the external senses are generically 

the same, for all are inqividual forms. Therefore, the forms, 

whioh are in the external senses, can impress those forms whioh 

exist in the imagination, sinoe they represent things as indivi

duals; they cannotoause intelligible forms, beoause these are 

universal.6 

Now the speoies reoeived in the imagination from the sense 

of touoh are not enough to oause the imagination to produoe 

forms belonging to the sense of sight, unless forms previously 

received by the sense of sight are stored up in the repertory 

of memory or imagination. For one who is born blind oannot 

imagine color by any other kind of sensible speoies whatever. , 

The oondi tion of the reCipient oannot' oause a speoies, 

whioh has been reoeived, to be transferred from one genus to 

another; however, it oan alter a reoeived speoies of the same 

genus aooording to some mode of being. Henoe, sinoe a universal 

speoies and a partioular speoies differ generioally, it follows 

that the cognitive activity of the possible intellect alone is 

not enough to give the partioular speoies in the imagination the 

universality whioh they possess in the intelleot, but that an 

agent intelleot is required to do this.7 

It is possible that the agent intelleot and the possible 
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inte~lect are not really distinct according-to some. Saint 

Thomas, however, holds the opposite opinion. For, powers are 

distinguished by their operations. If the operations are dis

tinct then the powers are distinct. The operation of the agent 

intellect is to make .intelligibles while that of the possible 

intellect is to receivelJ these intelligibles. Thus, it is clear 

that their operations are distinct, and so the powers are dis

tinct. Also the possible intellect has been described by Saint 

Thomas as being potential in respect to.knowables~ 

The human intellect, however, is in potency with res
pect to intelligibles •••••and in the. beginning is lias 
a clear tablet. on which nothing i~ \,lri tten" as the 
Philosopher says in III de Anima. 

Therefore, it is only in potency. Now, what is in potency can

not be reduced to act by itself but only by an agent distinct 

from it. This agent which is distinct .from it is the agent in

tellect. 

The agent intellect is also nobler than the possible in

tellect. "Everything that is'i in that it is or in what it is, 

is in act and the likeness of the first act, and on this account 

has nobility.,,9 A thing is said to be more or less noble inso

far a.s it a.pproaches God, since God is pure act and thus He must 

be the most noble. .The agent intellect, then, is more noble 

tha.n the possible intellect, for the agent intellect is active 

while the possible intellect is only a passive power. Saint 

Thomas puts this very precisely when he states that the agent 

intellect is nobler than the possible intellect "because an 
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tI10active power 1s nobler than a pass1ve power. 

From all the preceding it can be stated that man has two 

intellacts--the agent and the possible intellect. These intell

ects are really d1stinct and the agent is nobler than the poss1~ 

ble 1ntelleot. Does ft. follow.from-this thatln man there are 

Itwo powers of understanding? This is denied most firmly by the 

Angelic Doctor. Even though the possible intellect and the 

agent intellect are distinct, there are not two s~parate powers 

of understanding, for the act of the agent 1ntellect does not 

make up a d1stinct act of understanding•. The two ~ntel1ects go 

together and const1tute one act of understand1ng and this is 

peculiar to man alone. 

There are two actions proper to the two intellects, 
·the agent and the possible. For the act of the poss
ible intellect is to receive intelligible objects:
the act of the agent is to abstract the intelligi
ble objects. From this it does not follow that th,ere 
is a twofold understanding in man, because both of 11 
these acts combine to form one act of understanding. 

How is it that these two acts go together to make one act 

of understanding? The agent intellect as such does not under

stand but'it abstracts the intelligible species from the phan

tasm. Its operation is not the operation of understanding but 

of abstracting. The operation of understa-nding is proper to 

the possible intellect and to it alone. However, the possible 

intellect cannot operate, cannot understand without the agent 

intellect for it relies on the agent to make sensible species 

to be intelligible species. The agent intellect does not under

stand then, but the possible intellect. The agent intellect in 
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a seuse .reduoes the posslble:from potenoy :to,,~ot•.The very aot 

of'understandlng takes, place In.the posslblelntelleot but it 
. \ 

needs .the agent intellect to abstraot the intelligible speoies. 

NAmRE 

Tb.,ere has been· some oontroversy as to,whet-her the intelleot 

Isone or many :for all men. Saint Thomas InterpretedArlstotle 

as saying that each man has a- separate agent intelleot, and he 

hims'elf held this position. Flrst of all" let us consider the 

aotloo'ofthe Intellects. The posslble,intelleotper:forms Its 

aotion Inreoelvlng the objects to be: understood, and understands 

them;. The-agent intelleot, however, oauses things to be actual

ly, ,intelligible, and it does, ~h1s by. abstraoting speoies from " 

.the phantasm. But both .o:f these- aotions ta~\e ~~aoe- in one' and 

thesame-'man-. For example, Joe has thepo,wer whioh"a-bstraots 

the species and the'power whiohunderstands' what is abstraoted. 

Thus, both intelleotsmust be -united t,o thls ma:n- as"a :form. 

And so both-must be numer10ally multlpll~d In-aocord 
wlth the number of men conoerned••••• ' Moreoverl~gent 
and patlent must be proportlnate to each· other. 

Posslbly the best way to prove that the agent' Int-ellect is 

fnot just one for all men but one In eaohmanls by first prov.,.. 

~ng that ,the agent Intelleot inheres lnthe soul. UEvery aotion 

that' is proper to a speoles prooeeds from prinolples that eman

~te :from' the· form whioh confers the species. Ill} In materlal 

oreatlon, man alone Is able to understand. He alone- oan perform 

this aotlon; It Is,. thel)., an op~rat10n proper to the human 

speoies. Thus. the prinoiples o:f this aotion of understandins 
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must come from the form of man--the human soul--for it is from 

, the soul that man has his species. However, the principles of 

the action of understanding, the agent and possible intellects, 

do not extend to the body, for these, perform their action in
\ 

dependently of a bodily organ. T,he power of understanding, then 

does not' reside in' a bodily organ. Action pertains to the same 

Isubject as does potency; the possible and agent intellect in

here in the one essence of the soul. 

Now no action belongs to anything except through some 
principle formally inherent therein, as we have said 
apove of the possible intellect. Therefore the power
which is the principle of this action must be some
thing in the soul. l4 

Since the agent intellect inheres in the soul, then there 

must be as many agent intellects as there are aoulsfi For it is 

impossible for the numerically same power of the soul to belong 

to many substances.15 For powers of the soul are natural pro
, 

l6perties which flow from the essence. No 1'1 , properties are 

accidents whose nature it is to exist inalio, in another, as in 

a subject. Every substance, however, is individual for it, is 
. 

individuated by matter Signed by quantity, as Saint Thomas 

states in the Summa Theolosica.17 Thus, ,since the SUbstance is 

individual, those thia-gs existing in it must belong to it and 
" 1-., 

exist onl~ in it. 

That the agent intellect is a separate substance' existing 

apart from individual men was s doctrine, held by, many Latin A

erroists. These were men who, though they did no't follow stri

ctly the philosophy of Averroes, did maintain the point Averroes 

http:Theolosica.17
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stressed--that philosophy and theology must remain separate at 

all times. It was held thatphilosophioal oonclusions oould 

oontradict the teaohings of Christian Rev,elation and, still both 

could be· right. Saint Thomas thought that the greatest of these 

Latin Averroists, Siger of Brabant, held that the agent intell

eot existed as a separate substance apart from us. 

Contrary to this teaching, Saint 'l'homas states very de-. 

finitely that the agent intellect is not a separate substance. 

Insofar as we carry out a-n operation by means of something hav-
I 

iug the character .of a form" to that extent do we cause some

thing to e~st actually, just as, (if it is permitted to borrow 

an example from the Angelic Doctor), a hot thing heats by its 

heat inasmuch as it is actually hot. For a thing act-s only so 

far as it is in act. Hence that~,.by..:;wh.tch~:'at.thing acts or o

perates formally, must be united to that thing with respeot to 

its very act of existing. Henoe, in the case· of two substances 

existing in separation from one another, it i's impossible for 

one of them to operate formally through the other.' Thus·, if 

the agent intellect is a separate substance. existing apart ·from 

us, we cannot understand by it formally, although we may be able 

to understand by it actively, as we are said to ses~by light of 

the sun. It is, then, impossible to maintain the position that 

the agent intellect is a separate substance existing apart from 

us, and that we understand through the, agent intellect as tQrou

gh a form. 
, 

The operation of the,agent intelleot consists in abstrs.ct

http:abstrs.ct
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ins the-intellectual species from the phantasms. Now we are 

certain that this operation takes place in us. Howev.er, there 

would be no rea~on why such abstraction should sometimes oocur 

and sometimes not as \-muld be ,the case' if' the agent intellect 

were a separate substance. Thus, the agent intellect is not a 

sepa.rate substance. 

Saint Thomas held, also, that if the agent. intellect would 

be held to exist as a separate substance along with God, a con

sequence re~ugnant to our faith would follow; namely, that our 

ultimate perfect-ion and happiness would consis t not in a certain 

union of our soul with God as the Gospel teaches, t'but with some 

other !:Jeparate substance. tl18 But it is evid~nttha;t man's ul

timate beatttitude or happiness consists in his noblest opera

tion, inte.llection, 1'Ihiob operation, in ortier to be fully com

pleted, requires- the union of our possible intellect with its 

active principle. For, indeed, anything passive in any way 

whatever is perfected only when joined with the proper active 

principl-e which is the oause of the perfection.19 . Therefore 
,e

those maintaining that the agent intellect is a substance exist"" 

ing apart from matter, say that man's ultima-te happiness would 

consist in being able to know the agent intellect. This 1s ma

nifestly false. 

If the agent intellect were not something belonging 
to the soul, but were some separate substance, there 
would be one agent intellect for all men. And this 
is what they mean who hold that there is one agent
intellect for all.. But if the agent. intellect is 
something belonging to the soul, as one of its powers, 

http:perfection.19
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we are bound to say that there, are. 'as many agent in
tellects- as' there are souls, which are multiplied
according to the number of men. For it is impossible
that'one and the same power bel!ong to various sUbstances .. · 

The Philosopher proves that the agent·, intellect is 
separate by the fact that the possible intellect is 
separate: because, as he says, the agent is more noble 
than the patient. Now.. the possi·ble int-elleot\ is' said 
to be separate because it is not the aotof any'oor
poreal organ-. An/in this sense the agent intelleot ' 
l:a al,so2salled sepapate;: but not as a separate sub
stance. I 

Saint Thomas says that separated souls will understand thru 

speoies acquired while they existed in the body. But aft'er the 

separati'on of' body and Boul, they l'iill. also unders tand thru an 

inf'used speoies.21 But this operation is not natural to the 

soul when it is united to the body, only af'ter it leaves 'the 

body~ 

The possIble intelleot is disposed by nature to receive 

speo.ies from phan tasms only so far as ... the phantasms are actual

ized by the light of the agent intelleo·t. whioh is- a kind of 

participation of the light of superior substanoes. In De 

Verltate, Saint Thomas explains the .light as follm\Ts:' 
'. 

The light of the agent intelleot proceeds in the' 
rational soul,. a,s from a prima·ry souroe, from God. 
And, for thi.s rea,son, it is true that our mlnd reo
eives knowledge from sensible tbJ.ngs;nevertheless, our 
mind forms the likenesses of things in itself inasmuoh 
as the forms abstractedf'rom sensibles are made in
telligibles in aot through the light of the agept,
intelleot, so that they may be received in the poss
ible intellect. And thus in the light of the agent 
intellect, all kn01tlledge is. ,in. some way originally
innate in us, through the 'mediation of universal concepts,
which are known at once by the light of the agent intell
ect, and through whioh conoepts, as through universal 
prinoiples, we judge about other things, and know them 
1n themselves.22 

http:themselves.22
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Sai~t Thomas describes the agent intellect as a light. It 

is said to illuminate, to light up the phantasm. In this activ

ity it can be compared to,the light of the sun. Take for exam

ple a person stand~~gin a dark room. The ,colors in that room 

are only potentially able to be seen just as the forms in the 

phantasm are only potentially able to be understood. As the : 

colors exist now they cannot be seen--as the species exist in 

the phantasm they cannot be intellectually known. Just as the 

person is only, potentially able to see the colors s'o the po'ss

ible intellect is potentially able to know. If the light of 

the, sun enters the room the person immediately sees the colors.' 

The agent intellect works in the Same way. It is the light 

which illumines the phantasm. It turns towards the sensible 
, 

species and proj13cts upon them its light. It illu.mines and 

transfigures them, so to spe~k.23 

OPERATION 

\Vbat exactly is the agent intellect able to' do? vfuat is 

the operation of'the agent intellect? Since the possible in

tellect cannot actuate itself as Saint Thomas shows in De Anima, 

"Ie must posit an agent intellect. This agent intellect must 

cause the actual..intelligibles which actuate the possible in

tellect. 

The possible intellect is in potency in regard to the 

species in the phantasm. The agent intellect is ,related' to such 

species as the- act which produces them because, it makes them to 

be actually intelligible by abstraction. The possible intellect 

http:spe~k.23
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is in potency to intelligible species with respect to that mode 

of existence of the species according to which the agent intell

. ect is related to them as the one producing them. 

The human soul, the lowest among all intellectual substanc

es, is united to a body in order that the soul may receive in

·telligible species from material things through the possible in

tellect. Nor is its natural intellective power greater than 

that requ.ired for perfecting its knowledge through such forms. 

Hence, the,.intelligible light, in which the human soul pa~tici.., 
:~ ~ 

pates and w~ich is called the agent intellect, has as its func

tion to actualize intelligible species of the type referred to. 

Since the soul is directed toward inferior things, from these 

it abstracts intelligible species proportiriate to its intell

ective power; and it is in this way that the soul is perfected 

in knowledge. 

The agent intellect 1s said: (1) to ,conv.ert or direct 
itself toward's the phantasm; (2) to abstract from it 
the essence; (3) to illuminate and make actual intell
igible what is potentially intelligible in the phan
tasm; (4) throughout the process the agent intellect 
is chief agent, while. the2~hantasm is viewed merely 
as an instrumental agent. . 

The action of the posslbleintellect consists in r~
ceiving the objects understood and in understanding 
them. And the action of the agent intellect consists 
in causing t~~ngB to be actually understood by abstract
ing species.. . 

Not only does the agent inteliect'illuro~ne phantasms,
it does more; by tits power intelligible species are 
abstracted. from pnantasMi It illumines phantasms be
cause, just as the sensitive part acquires a greater
power by its conjunction with the intellectual part, so 
through the power of the agent intellect phantasms are 
made,more fit for the abstraction of intelligible in
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tentions from them. Now the. agent intellect ab
stracts intelligible species from phantasms inasmuch 
as by its power we are able to take into our consid
eration the natures of species without individual con

'ditions. It is in accord with ~geir likeness that the 
possible intellect is informed. 

Phantasms are needed for the agent to'operate. Man ca.nnot 

even reflect upon things without turning to the phantasm. For 

all of man's understanding the phantasms are needed. Phantasms 

are said to be to the intellect what sensible things are to the 

sense. Without sensible things, the senses could not operate, 

they \-lculd not have a proper object. viithout the phantasm the 

agent intellect, in the same way as the senses", could notoper

ate. For, as Saint Thomas states in De Anima: 

We maintain that the agent intellect produces know
ledge in our possible intellect through phantasms 
rend~.t:ed actually intelligible by the agent intell 
ect. "( . 

For the operation of each of them bears on phantaSMS, 
the agent intellec.t renders pbantasm actually intelli 
gible, whereas the possible intellect receives. ~ge 
'intelligible species abstracted from phantasms. 


OONCLUSION 


For a more complete exposition of the agent intellect, the 

following is an outline of the process of intellectual cognition 

showing the important role that the.agent intellect has iothis 

vital process of rational activity. 

The intellect is immaterial.and its proper" objects are uni

ersal and immaterial forms. The universal nature is enclosed, 

as it were, in tbe particular. The intellect has the universal 

as its proper object, but cannot reach it until it is disengaged 
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from the material aspects 'llli th which it is bound 'up in particu

lar. In other words, we can' say that the universal nature must 

be stripped of all its material appendag~s. This cannot be 

accomplished by' any ma,terial power, since immateriality can be 

realized only by an immaterial agent. 

The,dematerialization through which ,the universal, nature 

'becomes disengaged from matter has to be the work of the intell

ect, and the intellect has to be immaterial. - Since the intell

ect is incapable of determining itself and it receives its data 

from the senses" it is of logical necessity to pos~ulate a fac-

Ity which is intrinsically able'to act of itself and which will 

ut the l'0ssible intellect in act. This fa'cul ty is the agent 

intellect. The proper object of the intellect is the knowledge, ' 

of essences. But in order to arrive at these essences abstract

ion from m,atter is a conditio sine qua non. ' The freeing of the 

niv.ersal nature then is achieved by the process of abstraction 

in which the "ac'tive intellect tl operates on the phantasm pre

sented to it by the sensory powers. From the phantasm that 

enters the intellect the conditions of matter will have to be 

obliterated. The abstraction from the conditions of matter is 

the function of the agent intellect. It is a ray of spiritual 

light which, when falling on the phantasm, transforms it and 

leaves aside its conditions of matter. 

Then, with the "sublimated" phantasm as the instrumental 

cause, the agent intellect as the efficient cause educes from 
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the potency of the possible intellect an accidental form which 

is the intelligible species,--now being completely dematerializ

ed. The agent intellect then presents the abstracted intelli

gible species to the possible intellect which is in potency and 

becomes actualized by the species intellisibilis impressa. The 

~niversal nature disengaged from the phantasm and thus made in

telligible is called the species intelligibllis impressa and 

~ecames, after informing the 'possible intellect, the species 

intelli~ibilis exoressa, or what Saint Thomas calls the verbum 

tmentis'. The verbum mentis is the concept and the spoken word is 

the symbol of this concept. 
e

, The reason why Aquinas (Saint Thomas), following Aristotl

ian tradition, deems it necessary to credit man with two dis

tinct performances, the apatraction ot the concept by the active 

intellect and the final formation of it by the possible intellec , 

is not within the province of empirical evidence to determine. 

This reason is of a philosophical character. The universal 

nature is in the phantasm _as potentially intelligible. For it 

to pe made actually intelligible an agent, itself actual, is 

indispensable. This agent has to be of the intellectual or 

immate!ial order, otherwise it cannot actualize the,universal 

which is,1ntelligible and immaterial. The intellect, therefore, 

pas -to p~ssess the capacity of actUalizing the universal nature: 

hence the saying of Averroes, quoted with approval by S~int 

Thoma.: Intellectus agit universaliSe 
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Thus we come to the end of the process ofi·ntellectual 

cognition. We have seen how sensible beings, the proper objects 

pf our intellect, are only potentially intelligible, and in 

/Order to explain the fact of intellectual knovTledge we mp.st say 

there is in the soul a special spiritual virtue, an intellectual 

~eacon of light--THE AGENT INTELLECT. 



25. Oompendium of Theology, Oh. 88. 

26. Summa Theologica, I, q. 85, all, ad 4. 

27. Quaestio Diaputata de Anima, Article XV. 

28. ~. 



FOOTNOTES 

1. De Anima, Book III, Ch, 5, 430a, 10-19. 
i 

2. 	Summa Theologica, I, q. 1, a. 9, co. 


I, q. 84, a. 6, co.
3. .!.E!£" J 

4. Ibid. , 	 I, q. 65, a. 1, ad 3. 

J ",5" ComEendium of Theo10~l' Ch. 83. 

6. Quaestio Disputata de Anima, Article IV, ans. to obj. 1. 

7. Ibid., 	Article IV, ans. to obj. 3. 

8. Summa Theolo5ica , I, q. ~9, a. 2, CO"" 

9. Summa Contra Gentiles, Book I, Ch. 70. 

10. Questio Disputata de-Anima, Article V. 


-11. Ibid., Article IW, ans. to obj. 8. 


12. 	Compendium of Theologz, Ch. 86. 

1~. 	Ibid., Cho 87. 

14. Summa 	 Theologica, I, q. 79, a. 4, co. 

15. 	Ibid., I, q. 79, a. 5, co. 

16. 	Quaestio Disputata de Anima, Article XIX. 

17. Summa 	 Theologica,I, Q. 74, a. 4, co. 

18. 	Quaes"tio Disputata de Anima, Article V. 

19. 	Ibid. 

20. Summa 	 Theologica, I, q. 79, a. 5, co. 

21. 	Quaestio Disputata de Anima, Article XV, ans. to obj. 11. 

22. 	De Veritate, q. 10, a. 6. 

23. 	Etienne Gilson, History of Christian Philosophy in the 
Middle Ages, p. 3'(8. 

24. 	Michael Maher, PsycholoB~' p. 312. 
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